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Press Release 

 

Chandigarh, January 27: The Chandigarh Administration manages Hotel 
Shivalikview to provide four star facilities to visitors coming to Chandigarh. 

Having witnessed rapid growth in turnover and profits at CITCO managed 

hotel in the hub of business in Sector 17.The Hotel is being rejuvenated to 

bring facilities and services at par with contemporary star hotels in the 
country. The food and beverages plays a pivotal role in reflecting the 

standards of any hotel. Therefore CITCO has undertaken a massive 

renovation of Hotel Shivalikview at a cost of over 6 crores. Perfect ambience, 

excellent service and infrastructure are the basic features of the renovation 
plans which shall make Hotel Shivalikview distinctively different from other 

hotels in tricity. 

The Hotel is coming up with a new Rain forest restaurant, a fusion 
restaurant, new banquet halls and a night lounge bar with 

discotheque. To keep abreast of the competition and to target specific 

clientele, after the renovation and up gradation of infrastructure, CITCO in 

its Hotel Shivalikview shall have a contemporary outlook with specially 

crafted theme based restaurants to further attract more tourists and also 
retain its loyalty towards its patrons. The concept of theme based 

restaurants shall become a USP for its new restaurants strategically located 

on the top most floor of the hotel providing a wholesome experience of 

newly crafted menu amidst panoramic view of the city from its locales. 

Perfect ambiance, excellent service and infrastructure are the basic 

features which makes Hotel Shivalikview distinctive than other hotels. The 

Rain forest restaurant on the sixth floor shall aim to provide new exotic 
menu on a special theme based envision. The Rain forest Restaurant, 

coming up at a cost of Rs 150 lac, shall have illusionary effects related to 

forest flora and fauna. The aquatic life shall be reflected through a large 

aquarium in the centre column of the restaurant, Forest stone look along 
with animal figures/faces of different animals of the forest kingdom shall be 

protruding out of the walls of the restaurants. A water body shall be created 

to have a waterfall/rain effect in this newly planned restaurant of CITCO. 

 According to the Secretary Tourism UT , Sh.Ram Niwas “The residents 

of the tricity and visitors shall get an opportunity to savour new menu of 

food in the rain forest theme based restaurant with animal figures like 

anacondas, zebras, giraffes, meera cats, langoors, monkeys etc. To have a 
real effect of this rain forest restaurant, there shall be 8 feet long crocodile 



in the water body which will be USP of this restaurant. And to gel with the 

theme only natural wood, branches, bushes, small tress have been used in 

this part to give a natural jungle look”. 

Another theme based restaurant, a fusion restaurant is also coming up 

on the topmost floor of Hotel Shivalikview where the food lovers can relish 
and experiment a lot with different cuisines. The restaurant shall serve 

peshawari frontier food cuisine and Continental food amidst an enhanced 

ambiance with glass walls and special light effects. The food served here 

shall have a combination and blend of different cuisines. Fusion restaurant at 

Shivalikview will be only restaurant to give an all around panoramic view of 
the Shivalik hills and the city. 

To broad base its niche in the food and conferencing business, Hotel 

Shivalikview shall create new two banquet halls at a cost of Rs 100 lac, for 
holding various conferences, business meetings or private functions. The 

new astonishing feature of Hotel Shivalikview shall be a night lounge bar 

with discotheque, being created at a cost of Rs 150 lac, in the basement 

section. The young clientele can enjoy the theme based parties, 
celebrations, festivity and social gathering. The discotheque will be equipped 

with the best of lights effect, sounds and other accessories of light and 

sound system. 

According to MD CITCO, D.K Tiwari, “The purpose of the CITCO behind 

all these new additions in the hotel is to make the visitor enjoy an 

extraordinary experience to keep lasting memories of the Hotel facility. This 

hotel already in operation shows the innovating and modish features that 
provide a sense of place and time”. 

  

 


